
MAGIC LIGHTING IN THE DARK

➔  A transparent water-
based wall paint that 
transforms walls and 
materials into magically 
glowing objects in the 
dark.

➔  Emission-free, no nasty 
odours and safe to use 
indoors.

➔  Suitable for all substrates 
that have been pre-
treated with a white 
primer.

➔  Quick and easy to apply 
with a roller or brush.

➔  Tools can be cleaned with 
water.

➔  With 30 minutes of 
lighting, the paint is 
visible in the dark for 25 
hours.

➔ Ready for use.

THAT’S WHY
GLOWPAINT FROM 
MAGPAINT: 

 GLOWPAINT FROM MAGPAINT:
LET YOUR CREATIVITY SHINE!
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GLOWPAINT FROM MAGPAINT:
LET YOUR CREATIVITY SHINE!

Looking for some magic and atmospheric light in the dark? 
With GLOWPAINT from MagPaint, you create luminous masterpieces! 
 
AT HOME 
Easily transform a normal children’s bedroom into a magical space station or 
fairy-tale paradise. Use templates to paint a true starry sky or fun animals that 
appear when the light goes out. Or make a drawing on the wall and paint over 
it with GLOWPAINT so that it is also visible in the dark. The possibilities are 
endless.

AT WORK 
GLOWPAINT can also be useful at work. For instance, by highlighting the 
escape routes and emergency doors if the lighting fails. Quick and easy to 
apply.

HOW DOES IT WORK? 
GLOWPAINT contains a special pigment that absorbs UV light with a short 
wavelength. This light is not visible to people, but the pigment stores the 
energy from this light. Energy is also lost during this storage. The energy 
that the pigment loses in the form of light has a longer wavelength and is 
perceptible to people as a greenish glow.

GETTING STARTED
Use a white primer under the 
GLOWPAINT for optimum clarity. 
Apply the paint with a brush or short-
haired roller. Multiple layers enhance 
the brightness. 

If you apply GLOWPAINT to furniture 
or other objects, then protect the 
paint with a layer of highly transpar-
ent lacquer after drying.

GLOWPAINT turns any wall, 
door or object into beautiful 
scenery in the dark.

Regardless of size, shape 
or purpose, GLOWPAINT 
from MagPaint brings playful 
and functional light into the 
darkness.

GLOWPAINT is also a 
good solution for objects of 
surfaces that still need to be 
visible in the event of a light 
failure.

GLOWPAINT.
LIGHTS OFF,
GLOWPAINT ON

GLOWPAINT  
from MagPaint is  

available in  
250 and 500 ml cans

You can adjust the brightness 
yourself by alternating with 
the number of GLOWPAINT 
layers or by applying a 
difference in light and dark on 
the substrate.


